Immune cell provides cradle for mammary stem cells

Brangwynne selected as Howard Hughes Medical Institute Investigator

‘Dynamic incubator space’ for science-based innovation formally opens

Princeton researchers crowdsource brain mapping with gamers, discover six new neuron types

Petry finds missing ingredient to spark the fireworks of life
Princeton Research Day puts spotlight on innovative work across University.

Purple districts elect the most extreme legislators, driving polarization.

Survival and restoration of China’s native forests imperiled by proliferating tree plantations.

Sociologist Wherry: Studying money and human values.

Protecting corn, saving elephants through conflict resolution.
Princeton senior’s project makes material difference in quest for fusion energy

Khan investigates measles in her native Pakistan

Events
Free and open to the public

Picturing Protest
Fifty years after the watershed events of 1968, Picturing Protest examines the visual framing of political demonstrations around the country and on Princeton’s campus.

May 26 - Oct. 14
Princeton University Art Museum

Frank Stella Unbound: Literature and Printmaking
Featuring forty-one prints from these four major series alongside their literary catalysts, Frank Stella Unbound: Literature and Printmaking will be the first exhibition to focus exclusively on the vital role that world literature played in his powerful exploration of the print medium.

May 19 - Sept. 23
Princeton University Art Museum